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The last thing you want to do is join an illegal pyramid scheme. Here are eight red flags to look
for when considering joining a direct selling, MLM, network marketing opportunity:
1. Promotions where the business opportunity is the “product.” If there is no legitimate
product or service being sold, but only the opportunity itself, then chances are, the
promotion is a pyramid scheme.
2. Products that are sold at inflated prices. Sometimes pyramid promoters try to mask
their true intent by selling a product. Often, the product will be vastly overpriced and
thus unlikely to generate much retail activity, thereby indicating that the real item being
sold is the compensation plan.
3. Programs that require inventory “loading.” A legitimate MLM opportunity doesn’t
require you to buy unreasonable amounts of inventory to begin your business.
4. Programs that require substantial initial cash investments. According to MLM Attorney
Jeff Babener, many states consider a required up-front investment of $500 or more to
be “substantial” and thus likely to attract the attention of law enforcement.
5. Programs that require mandatory purchase of peripheral or accessory products or
services. Some pyramids seek to hide their true face by allowing a minimum price for a
“start-up” kit and then compelling the investor to buy more expensive items such as
training or demonstration materials. Jeff Babener believes that business-start-up kits
and selling aids should be sold at company cost.
6. Companies that don’t “buy back.” According to Mr. Babener, “Any plan that does not
agree in writing to repurchase a reasonable percentage of unsold inventory or unused
sales materials for a stated time after purchase should be avoided.”
7. Programs that pay fees for recruiting. “A legitimate MLM opportunity will have
compensation based on product sales and not on recruiting,” Babener states. If money
is paid for signing up new distributors rather than for product sales, the business is likely
to be a pyramid scheme.
8. Recruiters who misrepresent potential earnings. If the opportunity is sold as a “getrich-quick” scheme, beware. The only people who do well are those who can sucker
others into buying into a criminal confidence game.
There is plenty more information on pyramid schemes and how to spot them at
www.mlmlegal.com and www.mlmattorney.com.
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Welcome to MLM Legal - a valuable resource to the Multi-Level Marketing and Direct Sales
Industry. Use this site to review interesting articles about this high growth industry. Keep
current with the law and how it is affecting large and small companies throughout the United
States. MLM Legal is sponsored by Jeffrey Babener of Babener and Associates.
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